
A better way to create 

O365 business solutions



A tool built by Microsoft Consultants

Over 6 years ago, we became fascinated with the idea of agile, but witnessed a major problem: 

nowhere does agile mention or help with 'perfectly scoped projects'. Striving for a 'perfectly 

scoped project' is nearly impossible as no-one fully understands the solution in detail and the 

only way to actually get that extra detail is to start trying to solve the problem.

OUR STORY



Everything you Need in One Place
Turn your ideas into a reality, in a matter of clicks. Be it data design and 

management, process description and automation or even just documentation, 

Rapid Platform can cover it all.".



What is the Rapid Platform?
"Rapid is a business management solution built from the ground up with native process 

and analytics support. Rapid solves the problem of IT systems falling behind a business 

with its cutting edge user driven customization."



One web application to replace them all

Built on top of Microsoft and only getting better from there!



Microsoft at the core
We bring together the whole Office 365 suite

Single Microsoft Sign-on no matter 

how many tenants.

Native User and Group support 

means you only need to configure 

security once

Embed Power BI reports 
directly where you need 

them

Keep email conversations organized 

with native Outlook integration
Keep your files securely stored 

with SharePoint.



No-Code 
Environment 

With an intuitive no-code environment, users can 

easily drag and drop elements to create unique 

layouts, configure and design fields, link 

documents and much more!

Build better customer relationships by 

encouraging co-design and building your 

clients' system with them.



History at a Glance

Dive into the details and keep track of your 

information with Rapids' built-in Audit Tracking.

Compare items, identify differences and merge 

changes. Navigate to and restore data history in a 

matter of clicks.



Support when you
need it most

We’re here to help! 

We will cover all basic support requests with our 

Technical Support Team.



Thank you!
Now let’s start prototyping


